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THIRTY YEARS OF POWER MANAGEMENT
Toroidy is a well-known

end two channel audio products.

European manufacturer of high

With three patents in the field

quality transformers who has

of toroidal transformer design

for the past thirty years been

and production, the company

providing power supplies to

knew the significant advantages

clients worldwide for a variety

of using toroids in vacuum tube

of applications including high-

amplifiers.
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In 2016, Fezz Audio was created

feature toroidal output trans-

to showcase the advantages of

formers, preserving the unique

using this unique technology to

character of single ended amplifi-

deliver superior performance in

ers while optimally coupling their

high-end vacuum tube amplifiers.

limited power output to loud-

Fezz Audio’s single-ended amps
are the first in the world to
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speakers.

THE ADVANTAGES OF SCALE
The quality of a tube amplifier is

turers. This relationship provides

largely determined by the quality

Fezz with superb quality toroidal

of its output transformers, and

power and output transformers

Toroidy, a sister company to

designed specifically for their

Fezz, supplies high-quality to-

amplifiers and at a lower cost

roidal transformers to a number

than even ordinary transformers

of well-known audio manufac-

from other vendors.
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WHY TOROIDAL TRANSFORMERS?
With far lower flux leakage

noise from the power supply. The

and less radiated energy than

result is extended bandwidth,

standard transformers, toroidal

flat frequency response, and low

transformers ensure that the

distortion. A patented winding

amplifier’s sensitive circuitry

process guarantees uniformity.

doesn’t pick up any additional
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CONFIGURED TO YOUR TASTES IN MUSIC
Fezz offers amplifiers in both

grated amplifiers, preamplifiers,

single-ended and push pull

power amplifiers, headphone

configurations, allowing you to

amps and phono stages as well

choose your preference and pair

as solid state products. And Fezz

your favorite loudspeakers with

offers both single-ended and

the most suitable amplifier. The

push-pull amplifiers featuring

product range includes: inte-

KT120, KT88, EL34, 300B and 2A3
tubes.
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ALPHA LUPI
PCL86 Push Pull Class AB, 2 x 10W
Alfa Lupi is a stereo vacuum tube
integrated amplifier, running the tubes
in a push-pull configuration. As with
all Fezz amplifiers, both power and
output transformers are high-quality
toroidal units. There are three RCA
inputs, and a built-in volume control.
The four PCL86 tubes produce holographic imaging, and with automatic
biasing, are virtually maintenance-free.
Alfa Lupi’s 10 watts per channel will
drive any reasonable loudspeaker and
produce wonderfully musical sound.

PRICE
$2,395
RETAIL PRICE LIST
NOVEMBER 2022

SILVER LUNA PRESTIGE
EL34 Push Pull Class AB, 2 x 35W
Silver Luna Prestige is an extremely
versatile push-pull stereo integrated
tube amplifier. Output tubes are the
legendary EL34, and a mode switch
can choose either tetrode or pentode
operation; the input tubes are 12AX7/
ECC83, and each unit is shipped with
another pair of input tubes, type 6N2P.
Four configurations are possible with
the mode switch and choice of input tubes, allowing the amp’s sound
signature to be tailored to the user’s
preference. Silver Luna Prestige has
three RCA inputs, and utilizes Toroidy
toroidal power and output transformers for low noise and amazing dynamic
abilities. Its 35 watts per channel allow
a wide choice of speakers.

PRICE
$2,995
RETAIL PRICE LIST
NOVEMBER 2022

TITANIA
KT88 Push Pull Class AB, 2 x 45W
Titania is a powerful and dynamic
vacuum tube integrated amp. Output tubes are KT88s, input tubes are
12AX7/ECC83, and the outputs are
operated in push-pull mode. Automatic biasing assures trouble-free operation. Tone is neutral, with superb bass
control, aided by the toroidal power
and output transformers. Frequency
response is an astounding 18 Hz/103
kHz (-3 dB), providing airy treble and
a full, well-defined soundstage. The
45 watts/channel will drive almost any
loudspeaker to produce powerful,
captivating sound. Remote control and
tube cage are included, as they are
with all Fezz Audio products.

PRICE
$3,495
RETAIL PRICE LIST
NOVEMBER 2022

MIRA CETI 300B
300B Single Ended Class A, 2 x 8W
Mita Ceti is a very special amplifier,
a single-ended stereo amplifier with
300B output tubes, producing full,
saturated midrange, and the miraculous sense of palpable reality for which
the 300B is famous. Input tubes are
6SN7, contributing to impactful sound.
Power and output transformers are
both toroidal, making the Mira Ceti
models the world’s only single-ended
amps with toroidal output transformers. Paired with suitable speakers, the
sound is beguiling.

PRICE
$3,995
RETAIL PRICE LIST
NOVEMBER 2022

MIRA CETI 2A3
2A3 Single Ended Class A, 2 x 3W
Mira Ceti 2A3, as its name states, utilizes the classic 2A3 output tubes, loved
by many for their open sound and natural tone. Fezz’s proprietary automatic
biasing system is a feature that assures
years of trouble-free, no-maintenance
operation. Toroidy power and output
transformers are of course an integral
part of the design, and exhibit very low
noise and wide bandwidth. This is an
amplifier for connoisseurs.

PRICE
$3,995
RETAIL PRICE LIST
NOVEMBER 2022

LYBRA 300B
300B Parallel Single Ended Class A, 2 x 15W
Lybra is a unique parallel single ended
(PSE) amplifier with 300B output tubes.
The PSE configuration provides the
classic 300B sound with higher output,
making Lybra extremely versatile, and
able to pair well with a broad selection
of loudspeakers. The PSE configuration is noteworthy by itself, and Lybra’s
utilization of toroidal power and output
transformers make it unique. The 6SN7
and 12AX7 input tubes add to the
character of Lybra, creating dynamic,
impactful sound.

PRICE
$4,995
RETAIL PRICE LIST
NOVEMBER 2022

TOROS 5060
Dual Mono Solid State Integrated Amp,
65W into 8 Ohms
Torus 5060 is a solid state integrated amplifier with a range of features
that make it suitable as the versatile
heart of a high-quality audio system.
A built-in digital-to-audio converter
(DAC) allows connections to three
digital sources, and phono stage and
tape loop make Torus 5060 equally
useful for analog sources. Bluetooth
5.0 provides hi-res wireless streaming;
four line inputs, power amp mode and
subwoofer output add to its compatibility. With 90 watts into 4 ohms, 65
watts into 8 ohms, Torus 5060 provides
dynamic, effortless sound. An aluminum remote control is included.

PRICE
$2,249
RETAIL PRICE LIST
NOVEMBER 2022

OMEGA LUPI
Headphone Amplifier PCL86 Push Pull Class AB
Output Impedance 36-600 Ohms
Omega Lupi is a headphone amp
that combines the unique PCL86 tube
with toroidal power and output transformers. The output impedance can
be adjusted by a front-panel knob to
ensure perfect match with any type
of headphone. The PCL 86 is a dual-filament tube, with both triode and
pentode elements in a single capsule.
Omega Lupi is capable of driving even
the most-demanding headphones with
open, spacious, and detailed sound.

PRICE
$2,295
RETAIL PRICE LIST
NOVEMBER 2022

GAIA MINI MM
53dB Gain, Input Impedance 46k Ohms

PRICE
$339

GAIA MM PHONO
53dB Gain, Input Impedance 46k Ohms

PRICE
$499

GAIA MM/MC PHONO
53dB Gain, Input Impedance 46k Ohms

PRICE
$849
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ITEM

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

ALPHA LUPI

PCL86 Push Pull Class AB, 2 x 10W

$2,395

SILVER LUNA PRESTIGE

EL34 Push Pull Class AB, 2 x 35W

$2,995

TITANIA

KT88 Push Pull Class AB, 2 x 45W

$3,495

MIRA CETI 300B

300B Single Ended Class A, 2 x 8W

$3,995

MIRA CETI 2A3

2A3 Single Ended Class A, 2 x 3W

$3,995

LYBRA 300B

300B Parallel Single Ended Class A, 2 x 15W

$4,995

TOROS 5060

Solid State Integrated Amp, 65W into 8 Ohms

$2,249

OMEGA LUPI

Headphone Amplifier PCL86 Push Pull Class AB

$2,295

GAIA MINI MM

53dB Gain, Input Impedance 46k Ohms

$339

GAIA MM PHONO

53dB Gain, Input Impedance 46k Ohms

$499

GAIA MM/MC PHONO

53dB Gain, Input Impedance 46k Ohms

$849
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THE POWER TO TRANSFORM
The name Fezz Audio might be new to you
but with their proven track record, outstanding
musicality and superior value for money it’s a
name you’ll be hearing a lot more.
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